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International Symposium
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06/10/2018

Portfolio

Other

Summary of the Activity
<Aims>
To give the participants an opportunity to think about their future jobs in the
international fields.
<Contents>
・Symposium
-We invited 4 speakers working in the international fields and listened to them.

・Free talk Session
-In this session, we took a round table style. Participants talked with speakers for 15
minutes per each.
<Results>
We could get 16 participants.
It was meaningful for the students who are interested in international fields to think
about their future.

Part A: Planning
Organising Team

4 Individuals

Who were involved?

Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences Students,
Pharmacists

Partner Organisations,
Stakeholders and
Supporters

4 Symposits
・Ms. Yoko Gocho
-APS-Japan OG
・Mr. Mikihiro Maeda
-Pharmacist at St. Marianna University School of
Medicine Hospital
・Ms. Kumiko Ihara
-Pharmaceutical English teacher at Showa
Pharmaceutical University
・Ms. Mizue Miyajima
-APS-Japan OG

Audience Reached

16 Individuals

Target Audience

Pharmacy and/or Pharmaceutical Sciences Students

Aims of the Activity
It was aimed to give the participants some clue to decide what kind of job they
want to have in the future from the lectures of the symposists who have lots of
experiences in the international fields. We also aimed to let them know what they
should do now in order to work in the international fields in the future because it
seemed that some students did not know it though they liked foreign countries and
they were willing to work with foreign people.

Plan of procedure of the Activity
<Timeline>
January : Start contacting to the symposists
April : Decided the venue and date
May : Start advertising
June : Implementation

<Advertisement>
・APS-Japan official facebook page
・APS-Japan members' mailing list
We started advertising with these 2 medias from May
<Budget>
200 yen (APS-Japan members)
300 yen (non APS-Japan members)
<Materials>
・Projector
-We rented from the venue
・4 bottles of water for the symposists

Part B: Report
Statistics
Theoretical Hours

4

Practical Hours

3.5

Organization of Activity
<Timeline>
13:00-13:15 Prepared the venue
13:15-13:30 Registration
13:30-13:40 Opening Ceremony
13:40-15:10 Symposium
15:10-15:20 Break time
15:20-16:30 Free talk (Round Table)
16:30-16:40 Closing Ceremony

Implementation
・Opening Ceremony
-Introduction of the symposists
-Introduction of APS-Japan
・Symposium
-Their careers
-Their activities so far, and the starts to those activities
-Future visions
-Messages for the students
・Free talk
-15 minutes per one table(speaker)
・Closing Ceremony
-Greeting
-Photos

Results/Outcomes of the Activity
We could get 16 participants.

Everything was done as we scheduled.
Participants could talked with symposists a lot, and they could ask anything they
wanted to.

Evaluation of the Activity
We should have more time for the venue-setting if we get more participants.
We were barely in time.

What should be avoided or carefully prevented:
Nothing

Final remarks
APS-Japan has some students who are interested in the international fields.
They seem that they have some questions or concerns such as "How can I
combine my interest in foreign countries with job?", "Which level of English skill is
required in the companies with capital?", and "What should I do in order to work
abroad?". That's why we organized this event this time.
What we learned from the lectures are that English is just a tool. Most of the
students seemed to feel that it is their goal to master English. However, from
symposists, we could learn that we can not do anything without the knowledge
about medicine and treatment as pharmacists, and we need to keep on studying
pharmacy in addition to English.
Some participants said that they could have new dreams and other ones said
that they could realize what they need to do now. It is great for us that all
participants could learn many things from this event.
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